HAPPY 50TH PRIDE!
CELEBRATING PRIDE WITH A WEEK
OF FREE COMEDY, FILMS, PANEL
DISCUSSIONS, AND A DANCE PARTY!

JUNE 24–30

Wednesday, June 24
1-2:30pm Sampson McCormick
REPRESENT!: Black LGBTQ Representation in Media
Open community discussion

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER IN ADVANCE FOR THIS EVENT

7-8pm Sampson McCormick
An Evening of Black LGBTQ Comedy
Film Screening and mini discussion of comedy film “Church Boy”

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER IN ADVANCE FOR THIS EVENT

Thursday, June 25
11-11:40am PST / 2-2:40pm EST
Karen Williams
HUMOR AND HEALING Comedy Workshop
Zoom Meeting ID: 836 4406 7455
No password is required

CLICK HERE TO JOIN ZOOM EVENT

3-3:40pm PST / 6-6:40pm EST
Karen Williams
COMEDY PERFORMANCE
Zoom Meeting ID: 836 4406 7455
No password is required

CLICK HERE TO JOIN ZOOM EVENT

Friday June 26
8:30-9:20pm PST / 11:30pm-12:20am EST
DJ Lamont Young DANCE PARTY! w/ host Kofy Brown

CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE PARTY ON ZOOM

Saturday & Sunday, June 27-28
Available starting at 6:00pm PT on Thursday, June 25 through Sunday, June 28

QWOCMAP
Queer Women of Color Media Arts Project
Encore showing of 2020 Film Festival

CLICK HERE TO VIEW
Password: 2020qwocffencore

Monday & Tuesday, June 29-30
QWOCMAP
“Coming Out Stories”

CLICK HERE TO VIEW
Password: 2020pride

For more information: tacbl.hhrec@gmail.com
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FRAMELINE! LGBTQI2S Shorts and Feature Films

**Moroni for President**
82 min USA 2017 Director: Sally Haussler & Jasper Rischin

Moroni Benally is running for the presidency of the Navajo Nation, the largest Native American nation in the US. Young, gay, Mormon, and highly educated, he sets out to confront the political establishment in a homecoming that challenges what he imagined home, and himself to be.

**WATCH MORONI FOR PRESIDENT**

**Suicide Kale**
84 min USA 2017 Director: Jieun Yoon

Featuring Jasika Nicole (Scandal, Fringe) and actor/writer Brittani Nichols (Transparent, Words with Girls), Suicide Kale is a micro-budget dark comedy opening up the mumblequeer genre in LGBTQ film. Filmed in just five days with an intimate cast and crew of queer women of color, Suicide Kale is a tale of two couples, one brunch, and a mysterious note.

**WATCH SUICIDE KALE**

**A Drag King Extravaganza**
43 min USA 2015 Directors: Clare Smyth, Meaghan Derynck

This documentary examines Drag as performance art, centralizing around an annual drag king conference called the International Drag King Community Extravaganza (IDKCE). Within the personal stories and performances that are explored through in-depth discussions and provocative performances.

**WATCH A DRAG KING EXTRAVAGANZA**

**El Canto Del Colibrí**
53 min USA 2015 Director: Marco Castro-Bojorquez

Much like the seldom-heard song of the hummingbird, the voices of Latino fathers are rarely heard addressing LGBTQ issues. In Marco Castro-Bojorquez’s El Canto del Colibrí, these voices are amplified in a groundbreaking documentary.

**WATCH EL CANTO DEL COLIBRI**

**Unboxed**
35 min Australia 2017 Director: Sam Matthews

In this powerful documentary series, filmmaker and trans rights activist Sam Matthews sets out across Australia on a journey to meet other gender-diverse artists and share their stories, while challenging each of them to create a new piece of art based on the theme “Unboxed”. Through their stories and their art, each artist shares the personal challenges they have encountered that have shaped them as individuals and as artists.

**WATCH UNBOXED**

**A Different Kind of Black Man**
15 min USA 2001 Director: Sheila J. Wise

This short 2001 documentary takes a look at the ideas and feelings of successful, black gay men on such issues as sexuality and masculinity, as well as their perception of, and their role within, the black community.

**WATCH A DIFFERENT KIND OF BLACK MAN**

**Walk For Me**
12 min USA 2016 Director: Dageous Batten

A conflicted teenage is torn between their devotion to their mother and their desire to be their authentic self.

**WATCH WALK FOR ME**